Constituents Phase Reconstruction through Applied Machine Learning in Nanoindentation Mapping Data of Mortar Surface
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Abstract: In the present study, data generated from nanoindentation were used in order to reconstruct the surface constituent phases of mortar grids through machine learning algorithms. Specifically, the K-Means algorithm (unsupervised learning) was applied to two 49 measurement (7 × 7) datasets with information about the modulus (E) and hardness (H) in order to discover the underlying structure of the data. The resulting clusters from K-Means were then evaluated and values range assigned so as to signify the various constituent phases of the mortar. Furthermore, another dataset from nanoindentation containing information about E, H, and the surface colour of the measured area (obtained from an optical microscope) was used as the training set in order to develop a random forests model (supervised learning), which predicts the surface colour from the E and H values. Colour predictions on the two 7 × 7 mortar grids were made and then possible correlations between the clusters, signifying constituent phases, and the predicted colours were examined. The groupings of data in the clusters (phases) corresponded to a unique surface colour. Finally, the constituent phases of the mortar grids were reconstructed in contour plots by assigning the corresponding cluster of the K-Means algorithm to each measurement (position in the grid).
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1. Introduction

Instrumentation requirements in the characterization field are changing rapidly in terms of quality assurance, desired accuracies, and measurement speed. Therefore, novel and innovative approaches regarding the design of instruments and characterization protocols are needed in order to address these new demands [1]. The nanoindentation technique can be considered as one credible and fast approach for rapid assessment for the mapping of localized surface mechanical integrity [2,3]. In particular, a specimen surface is placed under a diamond indenter with specific design and geometrical dimensions. Through an applied force, the indenter is driven into the measured surface while sensors and actuators record the values of the applied force and of the displacement [4]. Via this method, the loading and unloading curve of the probed material are generated. Using the theory of contact mechanics and assuming an elastic behavior, the hardness (referring to the contact pressure) and the elastic modulus of the material can then be calculated from the initial part of the unloading curve [5]. Furthermore, information on elastic recovery, plastic deformation [6], fracture [7], sensitivity of strain-rate and strain-hardening, the effect of residual stresses [8], and size [9] in plasticity locally are is provided, making the nanoindentation technique a rich information source of the mechanics of a probed material.
with a growing range of applications. An important and recent field of application of the nanoindenter is the assessment of in-situ properties of fibrous composite constituents [10,11]. However, the effects of sample preparation, neighboring constituents, residual stress, pile-up, time-dependent deformation, and hydrostatic stress on the important nanoindentation parameters and properties introduce new challenges, which need to be taken into consideration and further investigated [12]. As quick in-line and real-time testing can be considered as the new demands in manufacturing and industrial applications, the need for upscaling the nanomechanical assessment and mechanical properties mapping over large areas in composites and hybrids is growing [4,13,14].

Cement is a heterogeneous mixture of multiple phases. As a result, its structure may vary between colloidal nanometric units (nanometers) and large capillary pores (micrometers). The colloidal nature of the main hydrate phase in cement paste, also described as calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), plays a significant role in the overall mechanical properties of cement and is a subject of increasing research across materials scientists. Its nanogranular nature consists of nanometric (~5 nm) building blocks [15,16], which bind together the entire cement matrix when aggregated [17]. However, the extensive use of additives has resulted in further complexity inside the cement structure [18,19]. Chemical mixtures can be considered as a decisive factor regarding materials’ properties improvement. For example, specific organic products are used in order to retard or accelerate the hydration kinetics or as a superplasticizer to give more fluidity without adding excess water. Furthermore, they can be used as viscosity modifiers for controlling the plasticity of the paste. Additionally, inorganic products are also used as additives. For instance, silica-based products, also called “supplementary cementitious materials” (SCM), exhibit pozzolanic properties and are used in order to decrease CO₂ emissions per ton in cementitious materials [20]. Specifically, for cement admixtures, several other nanoparticles are used as additives and can deliver special properties [21]. All the above admixtures (organic, inorganic, nanoparticles) alter the structure of the materials and affect the morphology of hydrated phases, including C-S-H [22–25]. The C-S-H phase, as well as the entire material, is also affected by these admixtures in their mechanical properties. For example, the nanoscale mechanical properties, the structure, and the composition at the nanoscale have to be studied together, as their relation is a very important prerequisite in order to understand the mechanical performance of a cement-based structure [26]. As a result, research focused on providing the industry with methods for nanoscale (or multiscale) characterization of cement-based materials is required, while industrial applications for cement and concrete formulation are getting more and more complex [27,28].

The interfacial transition zone (IZT) is considered as one important area which affects the overall mechanical performance of concrete. However, the IZT shows weak mechanical properties and, as a result, has been in the center of research and study focus [29]. The nanoindentation technique’s use for characterizing cement-based materials is growing rapidly as it can help identify the local elastic properties and the hardness at micro-scale and at nanoscale [30,31]. This rapid growth can be further justified from the fact that nanoindentation is highly localized and, furthermore, provides a big number of elastic, plastic, and fracture properties without being destructive [32]. Specifically, as of the ITZ, the nanoindentation technique can provide important information about its micro-mechanical properties [31]. However, the relationship between the micro-mechanical properties of ITZ and its microstructures has not been adequately studied and research. Research around this relationship could greatly help to better understand the ITZ.

Data science and machine learning ease the efficient mining and potential for further processing of large material data sets, resulting in the extraction and identification of high-value material knowledge, towards design, quality, and manufacturing. This is accomplished by using linkages of process-structure-property (PSP) information, with the main focus of data transformations to be in the forward direction (process → structure → properties). Therefore, as high-value information requires linkage with the manufacturing and product design routes, the main challenge is, starting from a proper data management plan, to design and build the needed database stems (tackling challenging issues such as rich internal materials structures that span multiple length scales). Data science foresight
into the advanced characterisation of materials mitigates the inherent risk to a large extent, not only by making decisions more concrete (e.g., in design and manufacturing), but also by capturing failures and successes. Information from this is then useful and processable to and from other disciplines. An effective mitigation plan based on data management is strongly based on the availability of data and the use of data-driven protocols, as the uncertainty associated with the information and knowledge used in making decisions (in materials development workflows) is then quantifiable.

The nanoindentation technique is a paradigm of tip-sample interactions, where an indenter penetrates a material by an applied load and the values of displacement and load are returned. The signals (displacement, load) are highly dependent from many parameters, making generated nanoindentation data complex and not easy to understand. Machine learning exhibits a great potential in converting nanoindentation data into rich and readable information. Furthermore, mining nanoindentation data can provide valuable information on the behavior of materials and can reveal hidden patterns and underlying structures.

The implication for the design is as follows: In conventional cements, even if the calcium-to-silica ratio ranges (from about 1.2 to 2.2), the resulting molecular structures are not discussed and assessed in detail so as to feed the design process. Apart from building a database, machine learning could be exploited in qualification of the molecular structure of the hardened material transition from a tightly ordered crystalline structure to a disordered glassy structure, depending on the various ranges. Apart from mechanical properties, as emissions related to concrete production are estimated from 5% to 10% of industrial greenhouse-gas emissions, this approach could potentially be used in achieving a reduction in calcium content in the cement mix, directly impacting the CO$_2$ with a reduction in carbon emissions of up to 60 percent. Additionally, using machine learning, potential alternate materials available in nature could be investigated to replace Portland cement (with a great potential being sustainable and longer-lasting alternatives), without requiring a huge amount of energy to manufacture.

2. Machine Learning Principles

The growing generation of data in the characterization field brings up new opportunities and challenges. The huge spreading of machine learning applications now offers great tools for the exploitation of generated characterization data. As a result, materials scientists turn their focus on the computational applications that can deal with the complexity of these data and deliver important results [33]. Data-driven approaches can provide valuable information regarding the underlying structure and behavior of materials [34]. To name a few, opportunities fall within the areas of the material’s property prediction, structure prediction, automated determination of phase diagrams using high-throughput combinatorial experiments, advanced and smart materials modelling and discovery, and artificial intelligence in the characterization field. More specifically, machine learning in materials science has been used for structure-property relationship prediction, crystal structure prediction, micrograph analysis, and descriptors identification [34–36]. Furthermore, supervised regression algorithms can be used for the prediction of mechanical properties of constructive materials [37]. Another application of machine learning in materials science is the inverse design of materials, in which used algorithms help identify materials that satisfy desired properties [38].

2.1. Supervised and Unsupervised Machine Learning

Machine Learning is a subsection of artificial intelligence which applies computational methods using prior knowledge and data in order to improve performance or make accurate predictions [39,40]. Various algorithms are used to go through data and, from it, learn patterns, rules, or underlying structures. These algorithms are then used in order to make predictions or determinations. Specifically, most algorithms aim to build a function out of some input variables and improve it while looking at more and more data [41]. Machine learning algorithms can be divided into two main categories, supervised and unsupervised. In supervised learning, there are labels ($Y$) for each input variable ($x$) and the algorithm aims to learn the mapping function from the input to the output $Y = f(x)$. In a
given dataset, data can be represented as a big table of instances with columns devoting different attributes (features). Every instance has a set of feature values which is also known as the input data (x). The features can be continuous, categorical, or binary. In supervised learning, instances are also labeled, which is that they have an output variable (y). Learning from labeled input data (x with known y), the goal is to approximate the mapping function accurate enough to make predictions on new input data. Therefore, the term “supervised” refers to the existence of a training set (labeled input data) which acts as the supervisor of the whole learning process [34,42].

Supervised learning can be further categorized into regression and classification. In regression problems, the output variable is a number, while regression algorithms learn from labeled data and aim to predict a real value. A classification problem has a categorized output variable, which has no numerical significance. In this case, the algorithm learns from labeled data in order to predict the class of new input data. In unsupervised learning, there are only input data (x) and no labels (y). The challenge in these problems relies on finding an accurate way to create classes that best group similar input data. Therefore, the goal is to model the underlying structure or distribution in the data. Unlike supervised learning, in unsupervised learning there is no training set and algorithms try to discover patterns and groupings without prior knowledge. Clustering is a main subcategory of unsupervised learning and aims to discover the natural groupings and useful classes of items [34,39].

2.2. K-Means Clustering

The K-Means algorithm is popular for cluster analysis in data mining and is part of the unsupervised machine learning algorithms, as no labels and no training sets exist. The K-Means algorithm aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as a prototype of the cluster. The number of clusters is known and each point can belong only in one cluster. At first, random k cluster center points are generated and each data point is assigned to the cluster with the nearest center point (smallest Euclidean distance). Then, the mean of each cluster is calculated and the k cluster centers are replaced by the corresponding cluster mean. Again, each point is assigned to the nearest cluster, measured in Euclidean distance. This procedure loops until no further updates of the cluster centers can occur. In this case, the K-Means algorithm has converged [33].

In Figure 1, the K-Means algorithm is presented, while Figure 2 describes an indicative example of the algorithm with 3 clusters. In the first step are the raw unclustered data. Three random centers are assigned (2nd step). In step 3, the data points are assigned to the center with the smallest Euclidean distance and the corresponding clusters occur. The centers are updated by calculating the mean for every cluster (4th step). In step 5, the data points are assigned to the new updated centers from step 4 with the smallest Euclidean distance. The centers are updated (6th step) likewise and the data points are assigned to the corresponding cluster (7th step). In step 8, the algorithm K-Means has converged and the centers can no longer be updated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: A set of d-dimensional points {x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Initialize the means μ₁, μ₂, ..., μₖ randomly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Loop: (Find the label, whose mean is closest in Euclidean distance to the point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Label each point as a mean closest to it Label for xᵢ = argmin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. For every label k - Re-compute the mean μ_k as the average of all points that were assigned to it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. K-Means Algorithm steps.
2.3. Decision Trees and Random Forests

Decision trees in machine learning are supervised algorithms, as they signify a hierarchical data structure that represents data using a divide-and-conquer strategy and can be used as hypothesis class for non-parametric classification or regression (Figure 3). The main idea relies on learning a decision tree that best represents a given collection of examples. Then, applying the learned decision tree on new unlabeled input Data, the label can be predicted. Decision trees consist of nodes, branches and leaves. Nodes are tests for feature values, meaning there is one branch for every value that the feature can take. The leaves of the tree specify the class labels (output variable). The task is to develop a classification rule that can determine the class of any object from its values of the attributes [37]. The main decision in the algorithm is the selection of the next attribute to split on. Furthermore, a quite challenging aspect is to find the root node, which is the attribute to start making decisions on. The importance of each attribute relies on how it splits the examples. More important attributes split the data to sets that are relatively pure in one label. In order to address the above challenges, the information gain of each attribute is calculated. Information gain is the amount of information gained about a random variable or signal from observing another random variable [37]. An attribute with higher information gain will be tested (or split on) first. With the most important attribute being found, a new prediction starts at the root node (top node) and continues through the tree until reaching a final node (called leaf node). In any other node, the branch to follow is chosen by the value test, which tests the corresponding attribute [39].

A variation of decision trees are the random forests, which are an ensemble learning method. Ensembles use multiple learning algorithms and combine their output (e.g., the average) to give a final determination [39]. Random forests build multiple decision trees and combine them to improve the overall performance. The combined individual decision trees show an additional randomness compared to the original decision tree algorithm and this is the reason behind the name “random”. Here, the most important attribute to split on next is searched among a random subset of attributes. The final sub decision trees are merged together and their predictions are combined into a single one, giving better results.
3. The Dataset: Experimental Details and Methodology

The nanomechanical integrity of the materials was assessed through a Hysitron TriboLab® Nanomechanical Test Instrument (Minneapolis, MN, USA), which allows the application of loads from 1 μN to 30 mN and records the displacement as a function of applied loads with a high load resolution (1 nN) and a high displacement resolution (0.04 nm). In all measurements, a total of 10 indents were averaged, so as to determine the mean hardness (H) and elastic modulus (E) values for statistical reasons, with a 50 μm spacing, in a clean area environment with 45% humidity, and 23 °C ambient temperature. In order to operate under closed loop control, the feedback control option was selected. All measurements have been performed at 200 nm of displacement (so as for the indentation response not to be affected by the discrete nature of colloidal particles and microstructure/interaction of different phases), using the standard three-sided pyramidal Berkovich tip indenter, with an average curvature radius of 100 nm [43,44].

Considering the half-space elastic deformation theory, H and E values can be calculated from the experimental data (load displacement curves) using the Oliver–Pharr (O&P) model [6,9]. The derived expressions for calculating E extracted from indentation measurements are based on Sneddon’s elastic contact theory:

\[
E_{eq} = \frac{S \sqrt{\pi}}{2\beta \sqrt{A_c}} \quad (1)
\]

where \(S\) is the unloading stiffness (initial slope of the unloading load-displacement curve at the maximum displacement of penetration (or peak load)), \(A_c\) is the projected contact area between the tip and the substrate, and \(\beta\) is a constant that depends on the geometry of the indenter (\(\beta = 1.167\) for the Berkovich tip [45,46]). Typical nanoindentation hardness refers to the mean contact pressure required. This hardness, which is the contact hardness (\(H_c\)), is actually dependent upon the area geometry of the tip indenter (Equations (2)–(4)).

\[
H_c = \frac{F}{A} \quad (2)
\]

where,

\[
A(h_c) = 24.5h_c^2 + a_1h_c + a_{1/2}h_c^{1/2} + \ldots + a_{1/16}h_c^{1/16} \quad (3)
\]

and

\[
h_c = h_m - \varepsilon \frac{P_m}{S_m} \quad (4)
\]
where $h_m$ is the total penetration displacement of the indenter at peak load, $P_m$ is the peak load at the indenter displacement $h_m$, and $\varepsilon$ is an indenter geometry constant, equal to 0.75 for the Berkovich indenter [45–48]. Prior to indentation, the area function of the indenter tip was calibrated in a fused quartz/silica (standard material) [49].

Two 7 by 7 measurement datasets were used from nanoindentation experiments on mortar with information about the elastic modulus ($E$, GPa) and hardness ($H$, GPa), which are both continuous quantitative attributes. Each measurement corresponds to a position in the 7 × 7 grid. The goal was to use machine learning algorithms to cluster the data and evaluate the phase of each measurement and also to discover a possible correlation between optical properties (colour) and the clustered phase from the first step. For the second part, training a model from other labeled data was required, as the two grids do not contain any information about the surface colour. For this purpose, another nanoindentation dataset with labeled surface colour for every instance was used as the training set in order to construct the classifier (using random forests algorithm). This classifier was then used to predict the surface colour for each measurement of the two 7 × 7 grids. Finally, contours were created in order to reconstruct the constituent phase of the mortar grid just from $E$ and $H$ measurements.

4. Results and Discussion

For the mortar sample (Figure 4), the brightness order through scanning electron microscopy imaging from high to low is reported as unhydrated cement clinker, followed by hydration products, and finally pores [29]. The phases, including clinker (3 types), unhydrated cement clinker/hydration products, and pores present in mortar sample, were identified in the optical images, as marked in the table below (Table 1).

![Optical image of the mortar sample.](image)

Figure 4. Optical image of the mortar sample.

Nanoindentation testing was performed to all identified areas using the optics system of the indenter (Table 1). The magnification is embedded in the optical images, while the blue cross denotes the center of the selected area where the measurements were conducted. In Figure 5, the load-unload curves of clinker identified constituents (gold, grey porous, and white, respectively) and pores (black) area are presented, exhibiting their different responses to the applied load (e.g., resistance to applied load, amount of energy stored during a nanoindentation load-unload cycle/elastoplastic deformation) and (for the case of the pores area) exhibiting energy releasing phenomena. In principle, this could be attributed to the possibility of the rapid production/energy release of high-pressure phases through fast...
mechanical loading and unloading and energy sequential releasing. In our case, it could be attributed to sliding upon unloading, at the latter stage, in the pores area case. It should be noted that $H$ and $E$ are calculated in the max applied load and initial unloading parts, respectively, and thus do not influence our results.

Table 1. Typical optical image of the mortar sample showing the material phases/constituents (right images present left images in higher magnification).

| 1. Cement (grey), containing low/high density C–S–H phase (LD/HD C–S–H) and portlandite (CH) |
| 2. Clinker (white) |
| 3. Clinker (left, gold) and Porous clinker (right, grey) |
| 4. Pores (black) |

Elastic modulus ($E$) (Figure 6a) and hardness (Figure 6b) values are presented in black (as 3D), while their projection is noted with blue points. The results depicted below correspond to 49 measurements points (grid was set to $7 \times 7$ measurements-dataset No. 2, in a selected area of $35 \times 35 \mu m^2$). On the left of the z-axis, the ranges of individual phase nanomechanical properties are mentioned for comparison. In Figure 7, $E$ and $H$ contour maps obtained through nanoindentation mapping protocol are presented.
1.25 GPa \[50,53\] and the ratio 13 to 26 GPa \[49\], or ~23.6 GPa \[51–53\]. Its hardness ranged from 0.4 to 0.8 GPa \[50,53\] and the ratio \(E/E_H\) was present. Afterwards, the high-density C–S–H phase present, denoted as HD C–S–H, revealed an \(E\) either varying from 26 to 39 GPa \[50\], or ~32 GPa \[51,53\]; its hardness ranged from 0.8 to 1.25 GPa \[50,53\] and the ratio \(E/E_H\) was reported as 47.3. These very low properties were attributed to material regions dominated by the capillary pores volume fraction. The C–S–H phase \(E\) reported to vary from 10.9 to 29.7 GPa \[29\]; however, it is often reported as low- and high-density C–S–H phases separately.

The low-density C–S–H phase (denoted as LD C–S–H) present, revealed an \(E\) either varying from 13 to 26 GPa \[49\], or ~23.6 GPa \[51–53\]. Its hardness ranged from 0.4 to 0.8 GPa \[50,53\] and the ratio \(E/E_H\) was reported as 40.3 \[52\]. Afterwards, the high-density C–S–H phase present, denoted as HD C–S–H, revealed an \(E\) either varying from 26 to 39 GPa \[50\], or ~32 GPa \[51,53\]; its hardness ranged from 0.8 to 1.25 GPa \[50,53\] and the ratio \(E/E_H\) was reported as 35 \[50\]. Finally, a portlandite (denoted as CH) phase was present. \(E\) was reported as higher than 39 GPa \[52,53\], while CH /interface was also reported with \(E\) ranging from 35.1 to 42.9 GPa \[29\]. Its hardness ranged from 1.31 to 1.66 GPa \[49,52\] and the ratio \(E/E_H\) is reported as 30.9 \[50\]. Statistical analysis, such as a statistical deconvolution technique, has been reported and applied on hundreds of nanoindentation tests in order to evaluate the results and conclude the above assessment of ranges to the constituent phases \[30\]. In Figure 8, a histogram of the elastic modulus of mortar sample constituents is presented. The three constituents’ phases are identified and set \[29\], according to literature.

**Figure 5. (a–d)** Load-unload curves of clinker identified constituents (gold, grey porous, and white, respectively) and pores (black).

After measuring the different areas separately, i.e., porous, white, black and grey area, a nanoindentation mapping protocol was used in an area of mainly grey colour (cement phases area and clinker residues). For the cement phases, the phases below were considered, excluding the clinker constituent (of ratio \(E/E_H\) reported as 14.5 \[50\]). With a low stiffness/hardness phase of macroporosity (denoted as pores-MP), of which \(E\) was reported to vary from 4 to 6.7 GPa \[29\] and from 0 to 13 GPa \[50\], the ratio \(E/E_H\) was reported as 47.3. These very low properties were attributed to material regions dominated by the capillary pores volume fraction. The C–S–H phase \(E\) reported to vary from 10.9 to 29.7 GPa \[29\]; however, it is often reported as low- and high-density C–S–H phases separately.
In Figure 8, a histogram of the elastic modulus of mortar sample constituents is presented. The three constituents’ phases are identified and set [29], according to literature.

Figure 6. (a) Modulus and (b) hardness obtained through nanoindentation mapping protocol, dataset No. 2 (49 data points: 7 × 7 mapping dataset). In red the grid measured points are noted, while clinker, pores, CSH and CH range values are presented in z axis.

Figure 7. $E$ and $H$ contour map obtained through the nanoindentation mapping protocol, dataset No. 2 (49 data points: 7 × 7 mapping dataset).
The individual clinker constituent's hardness to modulus correlation is presented in Figure 10 below, based on colour identification through nanomechanical instrument optics. Elastic modulus (mapping datasets, individual mapping datasets) is presented through correlation of applied load to contour map was generated for the dataset (No. 2 (49 data points: 7 × 7 mapping dataset)) in presented, based on [53] phase ranges. As one means of quantifying the dependence of the mapping datasets, individual mapping datasets) is presented through correlation of applied load to Figure 13.

In Figure 9, a mortar specimen constituent phase identification (159 data points: Two 7 × 7 mapping datasets, individual mapping datasets), based on Pmax vs. modulus plotting. The individual clinker constituent’s hardness to modulus correlation is presented in Figure 10 below, based on colour identification through nanomechanical instrument optics.

Figure 8. Histogram of the elastic modulus of mortar sample constituents, using the phase ranges from literature.

In Figure 9, a mortar specimen constituent phase identification (159 data points: Two 7 × 7 mapping datasets, individual mapping datasets) is presented through correlation of applied load to elastic modulus (a) and further grouping of values (b), based on the work in the literature [50–53].

Figure 9. Mortar specimen constituent phase identification (159 data points: Two 7 × 7 mapping datasets, individual mapping datasets), based on Pmax vs. modulus plotting.

Figure 10. Individual clinker constituents’ hardness to modulus correlation.
In Figures 11 and 12 the mortar specimen constituent phase identification for the two datasets is presented, based on [53] phase ranges. As one means of quantifying the dependence of the heterogeneous response is the indentation modulus-to-hardness ratio [50], the following E/H contour map was generated for the dataset (No. 2 (49 data points: 7 × 7 mapping dataset)) in Figure 13.

**Figure 11.** Mortar specimen constituent phase identification No. 1 (49 data points: 7 × 7 mapping dataset), based on [53] phase ranges.

**Figure 12.** Mortar specimen constituent phase identification No. 2 (49 data points: 7 × 7 mapping dataset), based on [53] phase ranges.

**Figure 13.** E/H contour map obtained through nanoindentation mapping protocol (on the right), phase-E/H set correlation using [52] ranges.
K-Means was applied on two 49-measurements grids in order to extract information about the underlying structure of the data. For the first grid, the optimum amount of clusters was set as 7. In Figures 14 and 15, the resulting clusters from K-Means on the 1st grid are presented. Each cluster signifies a constituent phase of the mortar, for each of the datasets, respectively.

![Clustered Data on 1st grid. 4 clusters](image1)

**Figure 14.** Resulting clusters from K-Means on 1st mapping grid. Each cluster signifies a constituent phase of the mortar.

![Clustered Data on 2nd grid. 7 clusters](image2)

**Figure 15.** Resulting clusters from K-Means on 2nd mapping grid. Each cluster signifies a constituent phase of the mortar.

In Figure 14, the resulting clusters from K-Means on the 1st grid are presented with a different colour. K-Means successfully clustered the data as expected. Specifically, the first cluster (yellow) takes $E$ values between 3–14 GPa. According to literature [29,50–53], this cluster signifies the pores inside the mortar. The next cluster (sea green) includes data points with $E$ values in the range between 16 and 26 GPa and corresponds to the LD C-S-H phase. Blue coloured data belong the third cluster, which signifies the HD C-S-H phase. Finally, the green cluster refers to data points belonging in the $E$ values range, between 41 and 51, and can be considered as the CH/I phase.

In Figure 15, the resulting clusters from K-Means on the 2nd grid are presented. In this case, the resulting clusters are 7 and cover a bigger range of $E$ values. As a result, clinker phases are also expected. Again, the first cluster takes values between 0.2 and 15 GPa and corresponds to the pores inside the mortar. The next three clusters are also similar with the K-Means clusters from 1st grid. LD C-S-H includes as expected values between 16 and 25 GPa. The third cluster (containing 2 points) shows the HD C-S-H phase and its $E$ values are in the range between 30 and 40 GPa. The fourth cluster refers to CH/I and has as expected points with $E$ values between 45 and 58 GPa. Clinker phases are the last 3 clusters and take values between 60 and 105 GPa. Clinker can be clustered into 3 groups, as follows: One with $E$ values between 60 and 75 GPa, one with $E$ values between 80 and 90 GPa, and one with $E$ values above 90 GPa. It is clear that K-Means shows similarities in the cluster ranges.
for both grids, although the number of total clusters is not the same. Furthermore, via this, the various ranges of $E$ values have been assigned to a specific phase according to the bibliography and this has been validated throughout K-Means. In Table 2 below, the literature and this work’s values, based on the clustering method, are presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$H$ (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Cluster (This Work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pores</td>
<td>0–13</td>
<td>0.2–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD C-S-H</td>
<td>13–26</td>
<td>16–26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD C-S-H</td>
<td>26–39</td>
<td>26–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH-CH/I</td>
<td>35.1–42.9</td>
<td>41–58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinker</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 16, the predicted colours from the random forests algorithm in the 1st grid are presented. The 4 points (triangles) signify the clusters from the K-Means algorithm of Figure 14. The random forests algorithm predicted measurements with $E$ values lower than 18 GPa as a black surface. All the rest of points (>18 GPa) were predicted as a grey surface. Via this, the 1st cluster of Figure 14 (pores) can be correlated with the black surface. In addition, clusters 2, 3, and 4 from Figure 14 (LD CSH, HD CSH, CH/I) can be correlated with the grey coloured surface.

In Figure 17, the predicted colours from the random forests algorithm in the 2nd grid are presented. The 7 points (triangles) signify the clusters from the K-Means algorithm of Figure 15. The random forests algorithm predicted measurements with $E$ values lower than 18 GPa as black surface. Points between 18 GPa and 58 GPa were predicted as grey surface. Via this, the 1st cluster of Figure 15 (pores) can be correlated with the black surface. In addition, clusters 2, 3, and 4 from Figure 15 (LD CSH, HD CSH, CH/I) can be correlated with the grey coloured surface. Points with values between 60 GPa and 71 GPa were predicted as grey porous surface, which can be correlated with the cluster “Clinker” of Figure 15. Likewise, gold surfaces (80–88 GPa) and white surfaces (>90 GPa) can also be correlated with the cluster “Clinker” in Figure 15. Therefore, the cluster “Clinker” in Figure 15 contains points with 3 possible colours (grey porous, gold, white). In Table 3, the resulting ranges for $E$, $H$, and plasticity (integrated area of load-unload curve) values for each surface colour are presented.
Figure 17. Predicted surface colours for each measurement of the 2nd mapping grid from the random forests algorithm.

Table 3. Resulting ranges for $E$ and $H$ values and plastic deformation for each surface colour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Colour</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$H$ (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>&lt;18</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey</td>
<td>18–58</td>
<td>0.5–3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey porous</td>
<td>60–71</td>
<td>1–2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>80–88</td>
<td>2.4–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>&gt;90</td>
<td>&gt;4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 18, the reconstruction of the constituent phases of the resulting K-Means (Figure 14) in the 1st grid is presented. The deep blue colours signify pores in the corresponding areas. Light blue corresponds to LD CSH areas, while HD CSH areas are the deeper green areas and CH/I areas correspond to the light green colours. The reconstruction of the constituent phases of the resulting K-Means (Figure 15) in the 2nd grid is presented in Figure 19. Deep blue colours signify pores in the corresponding areas. Light blue corresponds to LD CSH areas, while HD CSH areas are the deeper green areas and CH/I areas correspond to the light green colours (yellow areas correspond to Clinker).

Figure 18. Reconstruction of constituent phases for the 1st mapping grid dataset from elastic modulus.
Table 3. Resulting ranges for \( E \) and \( H \) values and plastic deformation for each surface colour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Colour</th>
<th>( E ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( H ) (GPa)</th>
<th>Plastic Deformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>&lt;18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey</td>
<td>18 – 58</td>
<td>0.5 – 3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey porous</td>
<td>60 – 71</td>
<td>1 – 2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>80 – 88</td>
<td>2.4 – 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>&gt; 90</td>
<td>&gt; 4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 18, the reconstruction of the constituent phases of the resulting K-Means (Figure 14) in the 1st grid is presented. The deep blue colours signify pores in the corresponding areas. Light blue corresponds to LD CSH areas, while HD CSH areas are the deeper green areas and CH/I areas correspond to the light green colours. The reconstruction of the constituent phases of the resulting K-Means (Figure 15) in the 2nd grid is presented in Figure 19. Deep blue colours signify pores in the corresponding areas. Light blue corresponds to LD CSH areas, while HD CSH areas are the deeper green areas and CH/I areas correspond to the light green colours (yellow areas correspond to Clinker).

**Figure 18.** Reconstruction of constituent phases for the 1st mapping grid dataset from elastic modulus.

**Figure 19.** Reconstruction of constituent phases for the 2nd mapping grid dataset from elastic modulus.

5. Conclusions

In this work, constituent phase reconstruction through applied machine learning in nanoindentation mapping data of a mortar surface was conducted.

Firstly, the load-unload curves of the clinker identified the constituents (gold, grey porous, and white, respectively) and pores (black) areas exhibited different response to the applied load (e.g., resistance to applied load,) and (for the case of pores area) exhibited energy releasing phenomena. After measuring the different areas in separate, i.e., porous, white, black, and grey areas, a nanoindentation mapping protocol was used in an area of mainly grey colour (cement phases area and clinker residues). Through elastic modulus histogram creation, the three constituents’ phases of cement were additionally revealed to the clinker residuals. The individual clinker constituent’s hardness to modulus correlation was assessed, based on colour identification, through nanomechanical instrument optics. In order to quantify the dependence of the heterogeneous response to the indentation modulus-to-hardness ratio, an \( E/H \) contour map was generated.

Then, machine learning algorithms were used to cluster the data and evaluate the phase of each measurement. Additionally, the possible correlation between optical properties (colour) and the clustered phase from the first step was assessed. For the second part, training a model from other labeled data was required, as the two grids did not contain any information about the surface colour. For this purpose, another nanoindentation dataset, labeled with the surface colour for every instance, was used as training set in order to construct the classifier (using the random forests algorithm). This classifier was then used to predict the surface colour for each measurement of the two \( 7 \times 7 \) grids. Finally, contours were created in order to reconstruct the constituent phase of the mortar grid just from \( E \) and \( H \) measurements.
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